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Line 12: Delete paragraph 13 and replace by the following: 

l 

1113. A considerable part of the discussion \7as devoted to reports 

by ~ultilateral and bilateral agencies on technical assistance 

programmes and comments of member delegations on utilization of 

technical· assistance by African c-:iun tries. All donor agencies r-eported 

increases in the amount and scope of aid for Africa in 1965 and 

succeeding years of the Development Decade. The representative of the 

Technical Assistance Board reported that in 1963-1964 thirty-five 

per cent of th~ total funds of the United Nations Expanded and Regular 

Programmes had been allocated to Africa. The aid to Africa had been 

increasing with the increase in the ability of African countries, 

after the attainment of political independence to utilize it. Th.e 

representative of the Special Fund reported that Africa now received 

approximately 32 per cent of the Fund's global programmes. The ~uhd 
-

seeks to adjust the development of its work in Africa to priority 

needs ascertained and established in collaboration with the Governments 

themselves, and the support it provides fer national and regional 
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' projects is. strictly in accordance wi tb.. the directives ahd over-all, 
. . . ,~ ... 

development plan·s laid down by the Commission• An expansion in its 
• ' ' ! ~ " • • • : 

loans. and in its training programme. in' Africa was ~ep;oir_ted by the 
.. 

representative of the International Bank for Reconstruction ~nd 

Development. The Bank envisaged a greater role for itself in the 

future on this continent and with this in mind was taking step$ to 

extend loaning· peripd-9 and liberalizing its loan operations 1 in 

particular, in respect of projects in education and in a'gricul ture. 

The International Monetary,Fund stated that special efforts would be 

made in providing advice and assistance to Governments.in budget 

and taxation matters and in thk establishment of central banks. The 

specialized ~genciea, IAEA, UNICEF, EEC, the World Food Program and 

other organizations recorded increases in the allocation of funds for 

Africa. On the general subject of technical assistance, sever 0 l 

comments were made particularly by representatives of recipient 

countries about the manner in which aid was given, receivedarid 

ut:i..li~ed. The representative of the Technical Assistance Board 

struck the keynote when he said: "No amount of aid from international 
. . . 

sources will bring the desired results of social nnd':economic progress 

without correspbnding efforts at the count~y level to brihg ~6tivities 

to the point where' nationals are in a.position to take over ••• • 

Technical assistance should be a dynamic and self-liquidating part of 

integrated deve1opment and not just an aspect of ~cattered efforts or 

a collection;of stop~gap measures." The chief criticism of technical. 

assistance programmes was that they lacked sufficient co-ordination 

between donor agencies. Competition in giving, which benefits neither 

the giver nor the receiver should be replaced by co-operation and co

ordination- in the best interest of the countries and regions of 

Africa. The Economic Commission for Africa was in the best position 

to assist in co-ordinating external aid, particularly where such aid 

was given in support of cult.'.national. projects. 


